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Legal Crossword
Number 18
Clues
Across
1 dolus
2 spoliate
3 Just out of reach
4 Formal shareholder
5 Object of a patent

Down
1 Dangerous advance assessments

of judgments
2 According meaning to a document
3 Put in
4 Pedantic
5 Real McCoy

South Africa is fortunate to be able to claim
such a pre-eminent and globally recognis-
ed international law lawyer as John Du-
gard as one of her own. This impressive
work, the succeeding editions of which have
grown in bulk and in gravitas, does his
stature justice. Written in collaboration with
Max du Plessis, Anton Katz SC and Arnold
Pronto, with the chapter on international
trade a re-working by Dugard of an expan-
ded version by Daniel Bethlehem, this book
is not only the definitive work on Internatio-
nal Law in a South African context; it is a
very comprehensive and general textbook
on the principles of international law that
any jurisdiction would find difficulty to beat
for its scope.

This combination of universal exposition
and South African perspective is handled

skillfully throughout the work: The latter
perspective is not confined to those chapters
devoted to it (such as the historical perspec-
tive reminding the reader of the sensitivity
to international law that characterized
South African jurisprudence before apart-
heid, ranging as far back as some famous
nineteenth century examples, or the chapter
specifically devoted to the place of in-
ternational law in the South African legal
order, particularly after the advent of our
Constitution). Without ever becoming pa-
rochial, the South African perspective is on
offer wherever it has a claim in the discus-
sions of the general topics, but these remain
universal enough not in any way to lose
meaning outside that perspective.

South Africa’s own relationship with,
and its internal (‘municipal’) judicial and
political struggles relating to, universal
jurisdiction, international crime, interna-
tional trade and various regional and inter-
national human rights instruments are the
thread that weaves together disparate topics
of international law each worthy of its own
monograph.

The breadth of the work does not make
it lack in depth. Its footnoting and referen-

cing to case law and relevant instruments
and literature inspire confidence in anyone
in need of a thoroughgoing scholarly trawl.

At times a topic may appear in an
unexpected place – in light of the recent
demise of the prospect of supra-national
protection of human rights under the
auspices of the SADC Tribunal, and the
revisiting of what some may regard as
potentially profound questions and others
as tired retrogressive ruminations relating
to sovereignty this demise brought in its
wake, it is perhaps surprising to find this
topic tucked away in the chapter on in-
ternational trade, but this is a function of
the genesis of the Tribunal rather than any
particular thematic assertion of its proper
areas of concern. We read that ‘[a]t present
the future of the Tribunal is uncertain’ (at
443) – we now have more certainty that its
future is to be much less exciting (or threate-
ning) than its past. Such developments
bring the importance of the matters tra-
versed in this book to the fore, not only for
lawyers, but also for politicians and for
those interested in the interaction among
states, the law and people.
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